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Exhaustive algorithms applied to the design
of inductive power transfer couplers

rodolfo castanho fernandes and azauri albano de oliveira

The design of magnetic couplers for inductive power transfer has probably become the major challenge for those who wish to
enter this promising research field. The number of variables that determine physical dimensions of a coupler is typically too
high to allow analytical (exact) solutions in practical time when realistic magnetic materials are to be included. Thus, this
paper suggests and describes a series of algorithms based on the finite element method (FEM) able to convert basic inputs
(target inductances, primary current, frequency, and mechanical restrictions) into a geometric solution that satisfies user-
defined targets for uncompensated power, open-circuit voltage, and short-circuit current. Advantages of these algorithms
when compared with other existing design methods are: simplicity in terms of structure at the same time that require
minimum user intervention to complete a full design; do not rely in expensive finite element solvers; user does not require
previous background in FEM formulation. Experimental results show that the proposed design method based on two-
dimensional FEM has errors of ,8% when compared with three-dimensional FEM and can perform iterations in seconds.
It is expected that the proposed routines encourage and provide design insights for practitioners, enthusiasts, and non-
specialized engineers.
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I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

Excellent theoretical and experimental works, most of them
from the last decade, have successfully defined the analytical
background for inductive power transfer (IPT) and confirmed
it as a feasible and effective way of transferring power in the
mW to kW ([1 ] and [2], respectively) range under appreciable
separation distance between source (emitter or primary) and
load (receiver or secondary).

Currently, however, IPT solutions face different challenges,
all of them very much related to practical implementation issues:

(a) Misunderstanding of General Concepts – Among practi-
tioners and the scientific community not completely
aware of IPT latest advances, inductive transfer has been
inadvertently rejected under the claim of low efficiency:
partially due to inherent (but reducible) switching and
conduction losses of the apparatus driving primary coils;
partially due to the lack of understanding of general con-
cepts related to the weakly coupled inductor systems and
how power flow is established between primary and sec-
ondary. The “low efficiency” argument, however, is an
allegation that several papers have proved wrong [3].

(b) Operational Safety Issue – From time to time (with
emphasis in recent literature), IPT solutions are

questioned in terms of the effects of time-varying electric
and magnetic fields over objects and organic matter in the
surroundings of a converter [4]. This happens because
frequencies involved in wireless/IPT range from tens of
kHz to tens of MHz. Associated with the diversified IPT
power range, this defines a considerably large spectrum
where different possible biological and electromagnetic
effects may fit.

(c) Coupler Design Issue – The design of inductive couplers
in terms of physical size (as a function of transferred
power) and relative spatial positioning between primary
and secondary is not straightforward. Typically it
demands deep knowledge on analytical approaches [5]
and mathematical modeling (attributes that may not be
promptly available in all expertise levels) or a powerful
numerical solver (e.g. three-dimensional (3D) finite
element method (FEM) solvers for electromagnetics)
able to model, simulate, and extract data for a particular
coupler configuration. The difficulty with this later possi-
bility is that 3D FEM is rarely available outside the specia-
lized scientific/engineering community or industry;

The authors of the present work are prone to think that each
of these arguments is partially contributing to slow down wide
adoption of IPT outside the academic circle and may be dis-
couraging practitioners and non-IPT-specialized engineers
to propose novel ideas, solutions and to integrate IPT couplers
(even the most basic ones) into already existing products.
Thus, these three arguments are the motivation of this
paper and contributions are proposed to solve each one.
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Contributions to determine physical size of couplers are
already available in literature, but in limited quantity. A
sizing method for pads used in electric vehicle (EV) systems
was presented in [6] with focus on structures like the
Double-D (DD) and the Double-D Quadrature (DDQ), as
reviewed by [7]. This approach employs the 3D magnetic
modeling software and aims to provide an initial solution (a
“ball-park”) that satisfies a set of given operating parameters
and spatial restrictions. This initial solution can be later opti-
mized by introducing small geometrical modifications to
improve magnetic flux distribution or copper usage. In [8],
an analytical approach is depicted, again aiming to determine
width and length of a simple coupler subjected to initial con-
straints. Both cases however are inherently associated with the
problems described in argument (c) and are based on compar-
isons between the new desired coupler and a previously
designed coupler with similar concept (a reference design).
The reference design by itself is mostly achieved by trial and
error.

Also, there are records in literature related to numerical
design procedures, as seen in [9, 10], which combine exact res-
onant circuit equations to express the converter in terms of
optimized efficiency and improved L–C parameter selection
to ensure soft-switching. These approaches however do not
consider the design of couplers and are limited to the electrical
circuit.

Thus, the present paper proposes a different approach,
which uses a free two-dimensional (2D) FEM and a set of C
programmed routines to iteratively represent couplers based
on user inputs and restrictions. By replacing the 3D FEM
solver with a free 2D solver, one removes the cost and avail-
ability barriers imposed by the first tool. Also, since computa-
tional resources necessary to quickly perform an accurate 2D
FEM run are much smaller than those required by a typical 3D
solver, this new approach is suitable for basic home/office
computers.

In this proposal, the C routines developed in MatLab inter-
act directly with the 2D solver, editing and guiding the coupler
geometry design process until it reaches a solution that
satisfies initial parameters. Routines are also available for opti-
mization and for comprehensive data extraction. A dedicated

routine analyzes magnetic field intensity in the surroundings
of the designed coupler and compares results with reference
international standards, graphically illustrating the area
under influence of the converter and if magnetic field expos-
ure limits are acceptable or not. No previous FEM knowledge
is necessary to use this approach since mesh sizes, boundary
conditions, and other particular parameters are automatically
adjusted by the routines based on particularities of IPT
designs.

Along the paper, routines are described, limitations are
commented and experimental results are discussed.

I I . E X H A U S T I V E D E S I G N
A L G O R I T H M S

An Exhaustive Design Algorithm (EDA) is defined in this
work as a sequence of commands that act as a pre-processor
and/or a post-processor for the 2D FEM solver. The term
“exhaustive” emphasizes the iterative nature of the procedure
and is also due to the fact that there is no theoretical predic-
tion of which coupler dimensions may serve as a solution to
the user inputs, thus being necessary to perform several
FEM runs to reach an admissible solution or to find out
that a coupler geometry is not possible under the given
restrictions.

Figure 1 shows is a schematic overview of the computation-
al tool (that can be understood as a MatLab toolbox) including
all EDAs (the five shaded blocks). Every design must begin
from Basic Routine that manages and gathers user inputs
and also control all other routines. Later, solid or stranded
windings can be defined manually or designed with user-
defined parameters (currents, frequency, and current
density). This algorithm is not discussed in this work due to
its relative simplicity.

A) Generic exhaustive algorithm structure
These algorithms have pre-processing, processing and post-
processing steps. The pre-processing phase creates and edits
geometric entities such as lines segment, arc segments, and

Fig. 1. Block diagram of all EDAs and complementary routines.
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nodes within a 2D finite element simulation domain (V2D),
assign material properties, defines mesh dimensions and
boundary conditions. Thus, the pre-processing phase literally
draws the coupler before V2D is discretized and simulated by
the solver. The drawing containing the coupler geometry is
updated based in results obtained in previous iterations.

The solver employed here is FEMM (Finite Element
Method Magnetics) [11], a well-known and powerful free soft-
ware which uses the variational formulation and first-order
triangle elements to solve V2D. Commands used as interface
between MatLab and FEMM are described in the documenta-
tion of [11]. For reference and to make clear the limitations
of the numerical method, mathematical formulation is
presented.

The magnetic flux density vector, B, is given in (1) as a
function of the magnetic vector potential, A. Substituting (1)
in differential form of Faraday’s Law of Induction results in
(2), which can be integrated to yield (3). Finally, considering
Ohm’s Law in vector notation, (4) is written. E is the electric
field intensity vector, Jsrc represents current sources, V is a
scalar denoting voltage, m(B) indicates that non-linear mag-
netic permeability is taken into account and s the electrical
conductivity [11].

B = ∇× A, (1)

∇ × E = − ∂

∂t
(∇ × A), (2)

E = − ∂A
∂t

−∇V, (3)

∇ × 1
m(B) ∇ × A

( )
= −s

∂A
∂t

+ Jsrc − s∇V . (4)

With minor modifications, (4) is used by the software in time-
harmonic problems with one single angular frequency v

(which is enough for IPT since resonant converters in fact
should provide sinusoidal excitation to the primary coil at
the resonant frequency v0 ¼ 2pf0 only. Anyway, this is
known as first-harmonic approximation). One might
observe that the above formulation ignores displacement cur-
rents and as a result, FEMM can only be applied if this effect is
negligible. Fortunately, this is the case of IPT converters which
employ good electrical conductors and satisfy the condition s

≫ v1med [12], where 1med is the electrical permittivity of the
medium (typically air). For instance, consider permittivity of
vacuum 10 ¼ 8.85 × 10212 F.m21, relative permittivity of air
1r ¼ 1, 1med ¼ 101r, and for copper s ¼ 5.96 × 107 S.m21.
With frequency ranging from 60 Hz to 10 MHz, there is
3.34 × 1029 ≤ v1med ≤ 5.56 × 1024. Thus, s ≫ v1med for
IPT applications commonly reported.

One of the advantages of the formulation shown in (1) is
that flux lines are simply plots if the magnetic potential
vector A. Thus, inductance (self and mutual) is easily obtained
as Lx ¼ fm/Ix, being Ix the peak excitation current, since peak
mutual flux fm is given according to (5). Here x ¼ p if it refers
to primary inductor and x ¼ s if refers to secondary inductor.
This indicates that the line integral is taken over the boundary

of the surface, defined by the target coil geometry. The bound-
ary is here denoted by C, while dl is the differential straight
conductor filament. Note that all voltages, currents, and
fluxes expressed in this paper are peak values.

fm =
∮

C
A · dl. (5)

To eliminate the influence of nearby coils during the EDA
execution and to determine self-inductances correctly, all cur-
rents are set to a null value, except in the coil under study, for
which is assigned peak current (in order to allow the evalu-
ation of saturation in high-permeability cores, if they exist).
EDA are divided into two main approaches: Target induct-
ance (TI) and target output (TO) algorithms.

B) TI algorithms
TI algorithms seek for a user-defined self-inductance for
primary and secondary not considering the influence of one
over the other. Mutual inductance (M), secondary open-
circuit voltage (Voc), secondary short-circuit current (Isc),
and uncompensated output power (Su) are obtained as conse-
quences of TIs. For all algorithms shown axisymmetric mod-
eling is used when performing FEM simulations. For
geometric parameters mentioned in next sections, consider
Fig. 2.

1) lumped circular coils, fixed number of

turns

This procedure, shown in Algorithm I, seeks for the TI Lx,target

when the user defines the number of turns Nx. Since Nx is fixed
and a lumped coils is being designed, the algorithm draws a
circle of diameter Ex that contains all Nx turns (each one
with the properties obtained in step ,1., from the winding
design routine shown in Fig. 1) with a winding factor 0.7 ≤
Wx ≤ 0.8. Wx ¼ 0.75 means that 75% of the winding cross-
section is filled up by copper and 25% is filled by air. Values
between 70 and 80% usually guarantee simultaneously a
good area usage and practical implementation. This is
shown in steps ,4.1. to ,4.6.. Figure 3(a) illustrates the
Wx adjust loop with a fixed step dW (e.g. dW ¼ 0.1 mm).

With the winding cross-section defined, the only variable
that can be used to pursue Lx,target is the coil diameter, Dx,
which is varied based in a diameter step DDx

(i21), defined in
the previous iteration (i 2 1) considering 1calc

(i), (the error
between Lx,target and calculated Lx) and also a pre-defined
scalar error gain lL, that ensures fast convergence. When iter-
ation counter i, reaches a maximum iteration number without
a final solution for Lx,target, lL is updated in order to force the
algorithm to continue. All this define the main loop, as shown
in steps ,7.1. to ,7.9..

Figure 3(b) illustrates the main loop, that is finalized when
1calc

(i) is less than a given precision, 1max. At this moment,
resulting inductor series resistance Rx and unloaded quality
factor Qx ¼ vLx/Rx is calculated from the FEM solver. All
inductance calculations are performed using the magnetic
materials desired and defined by the user in step ,5.1. to
,5.5.. When it comes to the time to design the secondary
coil, magnetic materials of the primary (if any) are neutralized
to avoid their influence over the secondary reluctance path.
Thus, one can note that this algorithm seek for the target
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self-inductance without considering the effect of a nearby
structure.

2) lumped circular coils, fixed diameter

This represents a coil system with mechanical restriction
being Dx the target diameter. The procedure depicted in
Algorithm II.

In this case, Nx is the adjustable variable and it is incremen-
ted or decremented in step ,5.1. or ,5.2. depending on
the sign of 1calc

(i). Each time Nx is modified, the cross-section
of the coil is checked to ensure 0.7 ≤ Wx ≤ 0.8.

The main loop from ,5.1. to ,5.11. includes the Wx

loop. Since Nx can only assume integer values (no fractional
turn allowed), it may occur that an increment results in
1calc

(i) . 1calc
(i 2 1). Thus, the main loop is finalized when

the error increases between successive iterations and the

geometric configuration of the iteration with lowest calculated
error are maintained. Figure 4 illustrate this algorithm.

3) spiral coils, fixed number of turns

Spiral coils are a particular case of circular coils. The algorithm
for this kind of winding begins by defining the cross-section of
one single turn based on the wire properties obtained in an
earlier routine. Wx is adjusted once (based on a target
Wx,target) and the resulting cross-section is replicated
side-by-side Nx times.

The winding fill factor loop in this case was implemented
with a strategy similar to that seen in Algorithm I, main
loop, that is to vary Ex according to DEx (which is calculated
with Wx error 1Wu,calc and a scalar winding error gain lW.
This was done to indicate to possible users that they can
add and modify sub-routines. The main loop is illustrated in
Fig. 5.

4) spiral coils, fixed diameter

This case can be used to include a different mechanical restric-
tion approach, where Dx is understood as maximum diameter,
Dx,max, and not as target diameter (as was the case in
Algorithm II). After Wx is adjusted in steps ,4.1. to
,4.6., the user has the option to add turns in horizontal

Fig. 3. Details for Algorithm I, (a) winding fill factor, Wx, iterative adjust
procedure and (b) main loop with arbitrary values shown.

Fig. 2. Geometric parameters.

Fig. 4. Details for Algorithm II, main loop with arbitrary values shown.
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direction or in the vertical direction. In the first possibility, Dx

is increased significantly while coil height is kept fixed. If
maximum diameter is reached and Lx,target was not found,
one vertical layer is added.

In the second possibility, total coil height Gx ¼ NxEx is
increased, while Gx , Gx,max. If Lx,target was not found, one
horizontal layer is added. So, it is possible to control the algo-
rithm design method in order to achieve various coil shapes.
Main loop alternatives are represented in Figs 6(a) and 6(b).

Fig. 6. Details for Algorithm IV, (a) total coil height optimization and (b) coil
diameter optimization.

ALGORITHM I Lumped circular coils, fixed Nx.

Start {Iterative design lumped circular coils, fixed Nx}
,1. Open file containing basic winding parameters;
,2. Load preset values and user inputs (error limits, flag status, L′

x);
,3. Set arbitrary test current in Lx;
,4. While Wx . 0.8 or Wx , 0.7, do:

,4.1. If Wx . 0.8, Ex ¼ Ex + dW;
,4.2. If Wx , 0.7, Ex ¼ Ex 2 dW;;
,4.3. Discretize V2D;
,4.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,4.5. Obtain Wx;
,4.6. Return to ,4.;

,5. If magnetic shielding layers are required, do:
,5.1. Define first layer material;
,5.2. Define first layer thickness;
,5.3. Define second layer material;
,5.4. Define second layer thickness;
,5.5. Update geometry file;

,6. Set nominal current in Lx and zero current in remaining coil;
,7. While 1calc . 1max preset error, do:

,7.1. Dx
(i) ¼ Dx

(i21) + DDx
(i21);

,7.2. Update shield geometry, if any;
,7.3. Discretize V2D;
,7.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,7.5. Obtain Lx

(i) and 1calc
(i) ¼ Lx,target 2 Lx

(i);
,7.6. DDx

(i) ¼ lL.1calc
(i);

,7.7. If i . preset value, lL ¼ lL/2;
,7.8. Iteration counter, i ¼ i + 1;
,7.9. Return to ,7.;

,8. Calculate resulting Rx and Qx;
,9. If x refers to emitter and it has a shield, replace shield by air;

,9.1. If receiver calculations are done, recover emitter magnetic shield
properties;

,10. Save results in text file and FEMM file;
End {Iterative design lumped circular coils, fixed Nx}

Fig. 5. Details for Algorithm III, main loop with arbitrary values shown.

ALGORITHM II Lumped circular coils, fixed Dx.

Start {Iterative design lumped circular coils, fixed Dx}
,1. Open file containing basic winding parameters;
,2. Load preset values and user inputs (error limits, flag status);
,3. Set nominal current in Lx and zero current in remaining coil;
,4. If magnetic shielding layers are required, do:

,4.1. Define first layer material;
,4.2. Define first layer thickness;
,4.3. Define second layer material;
,4.4. Define second layer thickness;
,4.5. Update geometry file;

,5. While 1calc
(i) , 1calc

(i21), do;
,5.1. If 1calc

(i) . 0, Nx
(i) ¼ Nx

(i) + 1;
,5.2. If 1calc

(i) , 0, Nx
(i) ¼ Nx

(i) 2 1;
,5.3. Discretize V2D;
,5.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,5.5. Obtain Wx;
,5.6. While Wx . 0.8 or Wx , 0.7, do:

,5.6.1. If Wx . 0.8, Ex ¼ Ex + dW;;
,5.6.2. If Wx , 0.7, Ex ¼ Ex 2 dW;;
,5.6.3. Discretize V2D;
,5.6.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,5.6.5. Obtain Wx;
,5.6.6. Return to ,5.6.;

,5.7. Reload FEM solutions;
,5.8. Calculate Lx

(i);
,5.9. Iteration counter, i ¼ i + 1;
,5.10. Calculate 1calc

(i) ¼ Lx,target 2 Lx
(i) and save 1calc

(i21);
,5.11. Return to ,5.;

,6. Undo last iteration (recover minimum error geometry);
,7. Calculate resulting Rx and Qx;
,8. If x refers to emitter and it has a shield, replace shield by air;

,8.1. If receiver calculations are done, recover emitter magnetic shield
properties;

,9. Save results in text file and FEMM file;
End {Iterative design lumped circular coils, fixed Dx}
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5) additional algorithms

After any of the iterative procedures is completed, the user
may wish to characterize couplers in terms of axial (or verti-
cal), lateral (or horizontal), and/or angular misalignment,
since IPT solutions are usually subjected to one or more of
these adverse spatial conditions. Basically these procedures
are developed in the Misalignment Analysis routine (see
Fig. 1) and perform as follows:

Axial Analysis: M or k is calculated while separation dis-
tance e (refer to Fig. 2) is increased, dc ¼ 0 (coils are kept con-
centric) and a ¼ 08 (coils are kept parallel to each other). The
increment of e can be adjusted as desired (e.g. in steps of
1 mm). For each separation distance a new simulation is
done and results are saved for future plot.

Lateral Analysis: In this analysis, dc is varied, while e is kept
fixed at a chosen/nominal value. Coils are parallel to each
other, a ¼ 08. It must be mentioned that, since this procedure
demands a non-axisymmetric representation, the planar 2D
equivalent must be obtained. This is automatically done by
the proposed algorithms;

Angular Analysis: Separation distance e is fixed at the
desired distance while a is varied from 08 to 1808. This can

be done for any dc condition. Also the increment of a can
be adjusted as desired.

With these procedures (step-by-step algorithms not shown
here due to space limitations) and after k versus e, k versus dc,
and k versus a curves are plotted, user has complete under-
standing of the couplers under realistic spatial conditions.
Moreover, since k(e), k(dc), and k(a) fitted expressions can
be extracted from respective curves, the power transfer for
any spatial condition are determined.

Other additional algorithm refers to optimization of
mutual inductance after any of the above-discussed exhaustive
procedures are performed and it is referred to as M-Optimizer:
Since Lx(Nx,Dx) has an infinite number of possible solutions if
no restrictions are imposed, analytical, semi-analytical, and
empirical approaches cannot easily indicate the optimized
Nx or Dx for a given target Lx that maximizes coupling coeffi-
cient k(e,dc,a) function. In fact, only a computational method
is able to perform such a complex combinatory analysis in
practical time.

To provide a solution for this problem, an optimization
routine was implemented and its objective is to indicate the
best coil diameter for emitter and receiver, in a way that k is

ALGORITHM III Spiral coils, fixed Nx.

Start {Iterative design spiral coils, fixed Nx}
,1. Open file containing basic winding parameters;
,2. Load preset values and user inputs (error limits, flag status, W′

x, L′
x);

,3. Assume that coil is formed by a single turn;
,4. Set arbitrary test current in Lx;
,5. Discretize simulation domain;
,6. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,7. Obtain Wx for the single turn coil;
,8. While Wx , Wx,target, do:

,8.1. Ex ¼ Ex + DEx;
,8.2. Discretize V2D;
,8.3. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,8.4. Obtain Wx and 1Wucalc ¼Wx,target 2 Wx;
,8.5. DEx ¼ lW.1Wucalc;
,8.6. Return to ,8.;

,9. Copy adjusted coil Nx times, placing copies horizontally
side-by-side;

,10. Set nominal current in Lx and zero current in remaining coil;
,11. If magnetic shielding layers are required, do:

,11.1. Define first layer material;
,11.2. Define first layer thickness;
,11.3. Define second layer material;
,11.4. Define second layer thickness;
,11.5. Update geometry file;

,12. While 1calc
(i) . 1max preset error, do:

,12.1. Dx
(i) ¼ Dx

(i21) + DDx
(i21);

,12.2. Update shield geometry, if any;
,12.3. Discretize V2D;
,12.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,12.5. Obtain Lx

(i) and 1calc
(i) ¼ Lx,target 2 Lx

(i);
,12.6. DDx

(i) ¼ lL.1calc
(i);

,12.7. If i . preset value, lL ¼ lL/2;
,12.8. Iteration counter, i ¼ i + 1;
,12.9. Return to ,12.;

,13. Calculate resulting Rx and Qx;
,14. If x refers to emitter and it has a shield, replace shield by air
to avoid influences over receiver coil calculations;

,14.1. If receiver calculations are done, recover emitter magnetic
shield properties;

,15. Save results in text file and FEMM file;
End {Iterative design spiral coils, fixed Nx}

ALGORITHM IV Spiral coils, fixed Dx.

Start {Iterative design spiral coils, fixed Dx}
,1. Open file containing basic winding parameters;
,2. Load preset values and user inputs (error limits, flag status);
,3. Set arbitrary test current in Lx;
,4. While Wx . 0.8 or Wx , 0.7, do:

,4.1. If Wx . 0.8, Ex ¼ Ex + dW;
,4.2. If Wx , 0.7, Ex ¼ Ex 2 dW;
,4.3. Discretize V2D;
,4.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,4.5. Obtain Wx;
,4.6. Return to ,4.;

,5. If magnetic shielding layers are required, do:
,5.1. Define first layer material;
,5.2. Define first layer thickness;
,5.3. Define second layer material;
,5.4. Define second layer thickness;
,5.5. Update geometry file;

,6. Set nominal current in Lx and zero current in remaining coil;
,7. If user wishes to optimize coil diameter, define maximum coil

height;
,8.If user wishes to optimize coil height, define maximum coil diameter;
,9. While 1calc

(i) , 1calc
(i 2 1), do;

,9.1. If optimize diameter, do:
,9.1.1. Add one turn in vertical position while Gx , Gx,max;

,9.2. If optimize height, do:
,9.2.1. Add one turn in horizontal position while Dx , Dx,max;

,9.3. Discretize V2D;
,9.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,9.8. Calculate Lx

(i);
,9.9. Iteration counter, i ¼ i + 1;
,9.10. Calculate 1calc

(i) ¼ Lx,target 2 Lx
(i) and save 1calc

(i21);
,9.11. Return to ,9.;

,10. Undo last iteration (recover minimum error geometry);
,11. Calculate resulting Rx and Qx;
,12. If x refers to emitter and it has a shield, replace shield by air
to avoid influences over receiver coil calculations;

,12.1. If receiver calculations are done, recover emitter magnetic
shield properties;

,13. Save results in text file and FEMM file;
End {Iterative design lumped circular coils, fixed Dx}
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maximized for a given separation distance e of interest.
Basically, any algorithm from I to IV is executed several
times for different user-defined Nx values (or Dx, if it refers
to a fixed number of turns situation), but target self-
inductances Lp and Ls are kept the same (notice that it is
possible to have Lp ¼ Ls or Lp = Ls). The result is a set of n
possible geometrical representations for Lp and m possible
representations for Ls. Notice that each of these representa-
tions follow the user-defined restriction (Nx or Dx).

Thus, a combinatory analysis is made as follows: First the
optimization algorithm creates geometrical entities in blank
FEMM files and represent every possible combination of Dp

and Ds (one FEMM file for each combination), making sure
that primary and secondary are separated by the user-defined
distance. This will result in a number of m times n files. Then,
each combination is discretized, simulated, and post-
processed. Coupling coefficient is calculated for each possible
solution. The raw data are organized in a user-friendly graph,
that indicates optimized Dp and Ds that maximize k (or M ).

Figure 7 shows the behavior of mutual inductance (nor-
malized for simplicity) for some possible combinations of Ds

and Dp for a hypothetical coupled system where Lp ¼ 3Ls/2
at an arbitrary (but fixed) separation distance. If the best
Dp/Ds ratio is chosen, power transfer may be increased.

All design algorithms proposed so far are contributions to
solve arguments (a) and (c) in the introductory section.

An additional algorithm for TI procedures is H-Mapping:
As IPT converters usually make use of frequencies above
tens of kHz and currents up to several hundreds of A, it is pos-
sible that significant magnetic field intensity |H| result from its
operation. Based on [13], which provides limits for general
public exposure as a function of f0, a dedicated routine calcu-
lates the maximum reference magnetic field allowed Href and
indicates those spatial coordinates that are in agreement with
the safety guidelines. This is done by reading FEMM simula-
tion results point-by-point in V2D.

The resolution of the obtained map depends on FEM mesh
size, which is determined automatically according to the

materials present in the simulation domain and its dimen-
sions. An example is shown in Fig. 8, where half converter
(axisymmetric) was simulated and coordinates where |H| .

Href were hatched in blue.
This helps the user to spatially preview and analyze the area

under influence of the converter and then add or improve
magnetic shields by running the preferred TI algorithm
once more. In Fig. 8, the converter (at its maximum excitation
parameters) is said to be in accordance with [13] if no general
public is present within the area defined by the indicated hori-
zontal and vertical limits.

Through graphical results, this routine provides insights
that practitioners need to comprehend basic concepts of
safety limits. It should be stated that all the mapping proced-
ure is done solely with implicit design parameters (currents
and frequency), which were informed by the user in early
stages. Since [13] limits are frequency based, the user does
not need to set the safety limits by its own knowledge and
inexperienced users can benefit from this tool since they do
not require looking up the standard. Experienced users,
however, can edit the code to include other safety limits and
their own reference levels. This is a contribution to solve argu-
ment (b) in the introductory section.

C) TO algorithm
Instead of defining Lx,target, one may be interest in designing a
IPT system to meet minimum Su, Voc, or Isc or a combination
of these parameters. For example, [6] has minimum Su, Voc,
and Isc as target parameter for EV chargers, namely the
uncompensated power, secondary open-circuit voltage, and
secondary short-circuit current; and [14] explicitly must
meet minimum Su and Voc.

From the very basic transformer model, with open
circuited secondary, (6) is obtained as a function of k, Lx,
Voc, and primary input voltage Vin (which may be expressed
as Vin,FHA if it refers to the first harmonic approximation).
Let Lp be user-defined, since it has strong relation with

Fig. 7. Example of M-Optmizer output indicating Dp/Ds that maximizes M in color map.
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primary resonant circuit, including its operating frequency.
Then, Vin and Voc are also user inputs, since these parameter
are inherent to primary circuit (inverter) characteristics (in
the case of Vin) and desired output characteristic (in the
case of Voc). In order to meet a minimum Voc,min, (7) must
be achieved.

Lp

Ls
= k2 V2

in

V2
oc

, (6)

Ls ≥
LpV2

oc,min

k2V2
in

. (7)

From the output power perspective and considering Su as
given by (8) [15], (9) must be obeyed to guarantee a
minimum Su,min. Notice that (7) and (9) are related by M ¼
k(LpLs)

1/2. Also, k is the unknown and may be actually referred
to as a function of geometry/materials of primary and second-
ary and the relative spatial positioning between them.
Anyway, as suggested by [16], k ≈ 1/Qs,L, where Qs,L is the
secondary loaded quality factor, may be used to define a
minimum coupling coefficient in order to avoid secondary
tuning problems.

Su =
vM2I2

p

Ls
, (8)

MSu ≥
���������
LsSu,min

vI2
p

√
. (9)

According to [6, 15], Su ¼ VocIsc, where Voc ¼ jvMIp. Isc

can also be determined as shown in (10) with aid of the sec-
ondary impedance Zs ¼ Rs + jvLs, where Rs is the secondary

inductor series resistance. Equation (11) must be satisfied to
assure Isc,min. Sub-indexes in MSu and MIsc are used to indicate
mutual inductance to meet each criterion.

Isc =
jvMIp

Rs + jvLs
, (10)

MIsc ≥
Rs + jvLs
( )

Isc,min

jvIp

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣. (11)

Therefore, considering this formulation, Algorithm V sum-
marizes key steps of TO procedure. Notice that ,2. corre-
sponds to user inputs including targets and desired outputs,
excitation parameters (v0 and Ip), coil shapes (circular, DD,
DDQ, and Bipolar) and relative spatial positioning. Loop
,6.1. to ,6.7. designs primary coil seeking for user-
defined Lp,target. Differently from what happened in TI
algorithms, Lp,target is designed under the influence of any
magnetic materials existing in the secondary, since the user
already defined all material layer thicknesses, type and
spatial location in ,2.. The same occurs with secondary
winding, which is designed in steps ,8.1. to ,8.10..

It is worth mentioning that, since primary and secondary
are developed in independent loops, each of them can
assume any coil shape. Thus, it is possible, as an example, to
design a DD primary with a Circular or Bipolar secondary.
For this paper, only Circular–Circular is made available
since all other shapes are under development or improvement
and will be reported in a future opportunity.

For the hypothetical IPT system described in Table 1, limits
to meet Voc, Su, and Isc are graphically demonstrated in Fig. 9.
These limits are boundaries that define Ls solution set, i.e.,
values of Ls that will meet voltage, current, and power require-
ments. Note that boundaries (9) and (11) are functions of Ls,
defined in (7).

Fig. 8. Example of H-Mapping output indicating regions where magnetic field intensity resulting from the IPT coupler exceeds reference levels defined by [13].
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One must observe that (8) to (11) express power, voltages,
and currents (which are user desires) in terms of frequency,
mutual inductance, and self-inductances (which are model
entities).

Results obtained after using the TO exhaustive algorithm
are shown in Table 2 and required a total time of 21.7 min
to achieve a solution. Average iteration time is 44.3 s for
primary and 81.8 s for secondary (see Section III for computer
specifications), with V2D ¼ 630 × 315 mm2, 2 mm mesh for
the medium (air), and 0.5 mm mesh for all coupler materials
(copper, aluminum, and ferrite).

Observing Table 2, one will note that Lp differs from Lp,target

by +4.67%. This is due to the acceptable error 1max in step
,6.5. of Algorithm V, which is 5% for this hypothetical
case. However, as Lp and Ls are now defined, user is able to cal-
culate primary and secondary compensation capacitances as
described in [17].

Figure 10 shows a cross-section of the final geometry as
provided by FEMM at the end of Algorithm V execution
(colors and dimensions were added for reference only). This
is considered a solution since it simultaneously exceeds
Voc,min, Isc,min, and Su,min, as shown in Table 2. The “ball-park”
solution can be optimized using aspects discussed in [14, 18].
Authors of the present work agree with [6] that optimization
typically increase couplers performance to around +20% at
most (in terms of uncompensated power, generally).
Anyway, depending on coil shape, it may be possible to
decrease copper or ferrite usage significantly after some opti-
mization runs. Notice however that optimization is not the
purpose of this paper.

I I I . E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S

All simulation times presented in this work were obtained
with a very basic and low-cost computer, Intel i3 M380
2.53 GHz processor, 4 GB RAM, in 64 bits operational
system, MatLab R2010b running without multi-thread func-
tion, or any other special configuration.

A) 2D FEM versus 3D FEM
For comparison purposes, a 3D reference design of a coupled
system composed by two single-sided flux spiral coils was

ALGORITHM V TO algorithm structure.

Start {TO Algorithm}
,1. Open blank file;
,2. Load preset values, user inputs (targets, dimensions, spatial

condition);
,3. Design wire based on targets;
,4. Draw geometric entities according input dimensions/spatial

condition;
,5. Draw V2D and apply boundaries;
,6. While 1calc

(i) . 1max and 1calc
(i) , 1calc

(i21), do:
,6.1. Np

(i) ¼ Np
(i 21) + 1;

,6.2. Update geometry;
,6.3. Discretize V2D;
,6.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,6.5. Obtain Lp

(i) and 1calc
(i) ¼ Lp, target 2 Lp

(i);
,6.6. Iteration counter, i ¼ i + 1;
,6.7. Return to ,6.;

,7. Calculate set of applicable minimums, according (7), (9) and/or
(11).

,8. While (Su
(i), Isc

(i), Voc
(i)), (Su,min, Isc,min,Voc,min), do:

,8.1. Ns
(i) ¼ Ns

(i 2 1) + 1;
,8.2. Update geometry;
,8.3. Discretize V2D;
,8.4. Run FEM solver and load solutions;
,8.5. Obtain Ls

(i) and Rs
(i);

,8.6. Update MSu
(i) with Ls

(i), if applicable;
,8.7. Update MIsc

(i) with Ls
(i), if applicable;

,8.8. Obtain Su
(i), Isc

(i), Voc
(i);

,8.9. Iteration counter, i ¼ i + 1;
,8.10. Return to ,8.;

,9. Save results and FEMM file;
End {TO Algorithm}

Table 1. Hypothetical IPT system.

Parameter Value

Resonant frequency, f0 38.4 kHz
Primary current, Ip 21.2 A
Vin 250 V
Voc,min 60 V
Isc,min 6 A
Su,min 400 VA
Lp,target 50 mH
Prim. conductor diameter 3 mm
Sec. conductor diameter 2 mm
Prim. and sec. shapes Circular, single-sided flux
Prim. and sec. Al thickness 2 mm
Prim. and sec. ferrite thickness 3 mm
Primary diameter, Dp 200 mm
Secondary diameter, Ds 150 mm
Relative spatial positioning e ¼ 20 mm, dc ¼ 30 mm, a ¼ 08

Table 2. TO algorithm results.

Parameter Value

Lp 52.31 mH
Np 13 turns
Ls 28.83 mH
Ns 9 turns
Voc 74.71 V
Isc 7.59 A
Su 401.19 VA
Primary design time, tp 9.6 min
Secondary design time, ts 10.9 min

Fig. 9. Design boundaries to simultaneously guarantee minimum Voc, Su, and
Isc for the hypothetical case depicted in Table 1.
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developed according to Table 3 using 3D FEM solver JMAG
Studio. This simulation could not be carried out in the basic
specification computer due to several system crashes. Using
an Intel i7 processor, 16 GB RAM computer, the time required
for a single simulation was 25 min for mesh ¼ 1 mm, and 3D
simulation domain V3D ¼ 1800 × 1800 × 1800 mm3.

Among the TI algorithms presented, the recommended
one for this case is Algorithm III (spiral, fixed Nx).
Therefore, with 1max ¼ 0.1% and the same target parameters
shown in Table 3 the results are Dp ¼ 569.3 mm and Ds ¼

432.8 mm with Lp ¼ 641.70 mH, and Ls ¼ 425.07 mH.
Note that the TIs were met while coupler diameters differ

from the reference 3D design: 25.11% for primary and
27.91% for secondary. This occurs due to: differences in
material modeling of both JMAG and FEMM libraries; inher-
ently different solver approaches and boundary conditions
necessary in V3D and V2D.

Nevertheless, the 2D design time, including all iterations of
the exhaustive algorithm, was 9.9 min for primary and
9.2 min for secondary using the low-cost computer. This
clearly shows an advantage of the proposed method. Thus,
the solution provided by Algorithm III (and there is no motiv-
ation to distrust on the other algorithms) is enough (since
errors can be considered small) and fast.

Figure 11(a) shows the 1calc
(i) evolution during primary

inductor design. Similar curve applies to the secondary.
Since DDx depends on the error gain lL, the number of itera-
tions changes accordingly. In general, the higher lL, the higher

DDx, and less iterations are required. However, the chance of
falling into an unstable and non-converging condition
increases.

Figure 11(b) shows simulation time as a function of iter-
ation for both primary and secondary. Even though Ds ,

Dp, the simulation time for secondary inductor is always
higher than for the primary. This occurs because the finite ele-
ments of the primary winding (copper) are not being neutra-
lized during the secondary design. Thus, each secondary
iteration involves calculating (finite) elements of the highly
meshed primary coil. Similarly, note that Figure 11(b) is
increasing for both coils. This happens because the magnetic
layers (ferrites and Al) increase in size in each iteration,
since Dx is being increased. Different TI algorithms will

Fig. 10. Simulated cross-section of a “ball-park” solution that incorporates the results of Table 2.

Table 3. Parameters of the 3D coupler reference design.

Parameter Value

Resonant frequency, f0 85 kHz
Primary current, Ip 32.5 A
Lp 642.0 mH
Ls 425.0 mH
Np and Ns 24 turns
Prim. and sec. conductor gauge 10 AWG
Prim. and sec. shapes Spiral, single-sided flux
Prim. and sec. Al thickness 4 mm
Prim. and sec. Ferrite thickness 5 mm
Primary diameter, Dp 600 mm
Secondary diameter, Ds 470 mm
Relative spatial positioning e ¼ 150 mm, dc ¼ 0 mm, a ¼ 08

Fig. 11. Parameter evolution during Algorithm III execution, (a) 1calc
(i) for

different error gains lL and (b) simulation time for primary and secondary
inductors as a function o iteration.
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present slightly different error and simulation time evolution
(as can be inferred from Figs. 3–6 and as discussed in the next
section).

A second 2D versus 3D comparison regards the couplers
under misalignment conditions. To perform this comparative
study, the 3D reference design was not changed (remain as
shown in Table 3) but the 2D design was modified to have
the same dimensions of the 3D model (in other words, the
cross-section of the 3D model was used in FEMM). Then,
the distance between primary and secondary, e, and k(e)
was obtained, as shown in Fig. 12. The maximum error
between 2D and 3D FEM is 24.78% and occurs when e ¼
260 mm. Each point simulated in 2D FEM in Fig. 12 has an
average run time of 49.4 s, against up to 20 min in 3D FEM.

B) Performance comparison among
Algorithms I–IV
To characterize performance of all four TI algorithms, each of
them was executed with parameters shown in Table 4.

Results, presented in Table 5, demonstrate that all TI algo-
rithms successfully achieve TIs. In terms of simulation time,
Algorithms II and IV are considerably slower than the
others and this occurs because the number of turns increases
from one iteration to the next. Since each turn cross-section is
a highly meshed region, it consequently contains high number
of finite elements to be solved. Thus, the iteration time
increases.

One may always keep in mind that each TI algorithm is
conceptually different from the others, as each one models a
different coupler shape (lumped circular or spiral) or uses a
different design variable (Nx or Dx).

C) EDAs versus experimental implementation
Several coils have been implemented with TI and TO algo-
rithms and tested to perform the comparison of theoretical
and experimental results shown in Table 6. Figure 13 illustrate
some of the couplers, where magnetic cores are Thornton
NB-55/52/4 – TH50. Inductances and series resistances were
measured using Philips PM6303 RCL meter.

Fig. 12. Simulated k(e) for 2D FEM and 3D FEM.

Table 5. TI algorithms comparison.

Parameter Algorithm
I

Algorithm
II

Algorithm
III

Algorithm
IV

Lp (mH) 180.11 179.59 179.93 182.47
Ls (mH) 114.90 114.60 114.97 120.60
Dp (mm) 293.16 293.00 310.79 161.36
Ds (mm) 241.03 241.00 244.71 142.89
Iterations for

primary
7 14 5 41

Iterations for
secondary

6 14 3 36

Total prim.
simulation
time (s)

30.9 292.2 77.4 772.8

Total sec.
simulation
time (s)

13.8 157.9 65.4 1640.6

Table 4. Parameters for TI algorithms comparison.

Parameter Value

Resonant frequency, f0 30.0 kHz
Primary current, Ip 15.0 A
Lp,target 180 mH
Ls,target 115 mH
Prim. and sec. conductor 4 × 20 AWG
Prim. Al thickness 20 mm
Prim. Ferrite thickness 2 mm
Sec. Al thickness 1 mm
Sec. Ferrite thickness 4 mm
Dp, for Dx fixed algorithms 293 mm
Ds, for Dx fixed algorithms 241 mm
Np, for Nx fixed algorithms 15 turns
Ns, for Nx fixed algorithms 15 turns
1max 0.1%
V2D 1050 × 600 mm2, mesh 0.5 mm

for magnetic and 2 mm for medium
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As one may observe in Table 6, experimental results and
design outputs for Lx have good agreement. The highest
error occurred for C4 coupler. However this geometry is not
likely to be used in IPT application due to its high inductance.
Interestingly, high series resistance errors were obtained for
C4 also. Since C4 has large number of turns (Nx ¼ 80) it is
possible that the winding modeling error resulted was propa-
gated until a point that it became significant.

Simulation errors are originated intrinsically in the 2D FEM
solver, which is a numerical solver that relies in material librar-
ies that may not be fully accurate. Nevertheless, all algorithms
performed well, were able to determine physical dimensions
of inductors and provided a consistent coupler design.

I V . L I M I T A T I O N S A N D O T H E R
C O M M E N T S

Since all procedures here presented are based on a 2D FEM
solver, all algorithms have an intrinsic limitation which is
the impossibility to model geometries that are not planar or
axisymmetric. Although simplifying hypothesis can be in-
cluded if non-axisymmetric or non-planar geometries are to
be analyzed, this may result in unreliable results. This limita-
tion exists also when misalignment analysis is performed. For
example, in planar representation V2D allows geometrical
entities in x and y axis only. All cross-sections defined in
V2D, as seen in Fig. 10, must have the same z-dimension
(“into the page”) or depth. This is a common source of mod-
eling errors and is a disadvantage of the 2D solver when com-
pared to 3D solver.

Another foreseeable limitation is related to frequency range
used in FEMM simulations. Since FEM formulation ignores

displacement currents, any EDA must be used if this effect
is negligible. There is no indication that EDAs proposed
here are limited to a particular dimension range, so couplers
can be designed with dimensions from mm to m.

When using the algorithms, one may observe also that the
boundary condition applied to V2D is the Prescribed Magnetic
Vector Potential (Aboundary ¼ 0, in x and y-directions). This
boundary condition is also known as Dirichlet Condition
and guarantees that magnetic flux lines do not cross V2D

bounds. These bounds must be large enough so that magnetic
flux lines originated from the coupler do not become dis-
torted. The algorithms proposed can be modified to include
other boundary conditions, but currently the method accuracy
and computational time are assured by good empirical mesh-
size to V2D-size ratio. Eventually, users willing to have add-
itional performance may find useful to modify meshes and
simulation domain dimensions. This can be done easily
since all C-codes where implemented in MatLab and are
fully commented.

Another relevant comment is about the coil shapes dis-
cussed in this paper. As algorithms for Bipolar and other
more complex structures were mentioned but not discussed
in this paper, the contribution is more directed to circular
and spiral coils. This kind of coils, although they are funda-
mental shapes, are extremely useful for portable electronic
equipments such as phones, tablets, and other low-profile
devices that may benefit rapidly from IPT. And in terms of
popularization of IPT it is more likely that it will begin by
simple solutions than by complex geometries. Anyway, the
contributions of this paper are general and may fit consumer
electronics, biomedical, and EV applications. In addition, all
complex couplers are in fact modifications of the circular
coil [18–20]. Once one has dominated the design of funda-
mental coils with shielding layers and spatial positioning ana-
lysis, the migration to complex geometries is intuitive and
smooth, as the general magnetic concepts are the same.

Finally, after the magnetic coupler has been designed, the
power transfer capability of emitter and receiver can be eval-
uated. At the same time, considering resulting quality factors
(predicted with enough confidence by these modeling algo-
rithms), the efficiency of the loosely coupled system can be
determined as shown by [21]. Later, if necessary, the designer
can extend the efficiency analysis to the converter itself,
including performance of high-frequency inverter and reson-
ant networks.

V . C O N C L U S I O N S

The nature of EDAs is iterative modification of geometric
parameters successively updating entities in the simulation
domain. Therefore, EDAs provide a connection between

Table 6. Experimental and simulated results for couplers designed with different exhaustive algorithms.

Coupler Designed with Rx (V) FEM Rx (V) Exp Rx Error (%) Lx (mH) FEM Lx (mH) Exp Lx Error (%)

C1, air core, planar spiral Algorithm IV 1.001 0.918 +9.04 6.7 6.7 0
C2, ferrite core, planar spiral Algorithm III 1.001 0.927 +7.98 11.0 11.0 0
C3, air core, lumped circular Algorithm I 2.150 2.700 220.37 1024.8 1023.0 +0.17
C4, ferrite core, lumped circular Algorithm II 2.149 2.800 223.25 1199.8 1231.0 22.53
C5, DD, single-sided flux Modified Algorithm V 0.023 0.023 0 14.3 14.2 +0.70

Fig. 13. Designed couplers.
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electrical variables and physical dimensions. This allows inex-
perienced designers to have insights on coupler trade-offs and
to create a critical sense for future more complex designs.
Consequently, one contribution of the EDAs is that they
assist and ease knowledge gain (very important feature for
IPT popularization), contributing to solve argument (a)
from the introductory section.

Inexpensive FEM solver is used in full integration with
EDAs and no knowledge on numerical methods is demanded
from designers. However, those who wish to modify algo-
rithms and include different convergence techniques, add-
itional calculations (such as magnetic losses) or any kind of
artificial intelligence that may improve overall results can
easily do so since all algorithms are simple in structure.

In general, TI algorithms (Algorithms I–IV) have the follow-
ing attributes: Converge to TI in minutes, each iteration taking
typically tens of seconds. Convergence time can be optimized if
inductance error gain lL is reduced for Algorithms I and III;
Iterations are typically 20 times faster than equivalent 3D
FEM simulation. With such reduced simulation time, proposed
algorithms are perfectly suitable for home computers (even
relying in multiple FEM runs); Experimental results indicate
that modeling a coupler in 2D is more conservative than
modeling in 3D, since errors are typically negative; Practical
implementations also show good results when experimental
inductors are compared with designed inductors.

Moreover, since spatial freedom analysis can be obtained by
relative axial, lateral, and angular positioning algorithms (which
give a full comprehension of the coupler), this paper has contri-
butions to solve argument (c) from the introductory section.

To help solving problems mentioned in argument (b) of
Introduction, H-Mapping was developed and does not
demand user knowledge to define acceptable magnetic field
intensity in the surroundings of a coupler under analysis.

TO algorithms have the same good computational advan-
tages mentioned above and also are able to seek for a magnetic
coupler solution that meets minimum output voltage, current,
and uncompensated power. An important comment is that
user-defined boundaries can be added to Fig. 9, thus limiting
even more the set of Ls to satisfy minimum requirements. As a
simple example, one could define a maximum acceptable
value for Ls based in the fact that increased inductance leads
to larger series resistance, thus affecting Qs, the secondary
unloaded quality factor. When more design boundaries are
added, the initial or “ball-park” solution becomes closer to
an optimized solution.
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